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Abstract

This paper presents an architecture for context-free
grammar (CFG) based data processing hardware for re-
configurable devices. Our system leverages on CFGs
to tokenize and parse data streams into a sequence
of words with corresponding semantics. Such a tok-
enizing and parsing engine is sufficient for processing
grammatically correct input data. However, most pat-
tern recognition applications must consider data sets
that do not always conform to the predefined grammar.
Therefore, we augment our system to detect and re-
cover from grammatical errors while extracting useful
information. Unlike the table look up method used in
traditional CFG parsers, we map the structure of the
grammar rules directly onto the Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA). Since every part of the grammar
is mapped onto independent logic, the resulting design
is an efficient parallel data processing engine. To eval-
uate our design, we implement several XML parsers in
an FPGA. Our XML parsers are able to process the
full content of the packets up to 3.59 Gbps on Xilinx
Virtex 4 devices.

1 Introduction

Recent studies in network intrusion detection sys-
tem (NIDS) show that a single field programmable gate
array (FPGA) device can search for several thousand
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worm signatures over networks exceeding 1 Gbps in
bandwidth [2, 3, 5, 7, 8]. Such real-time pattern detec-
tion can prevent network attacks. However, naive pat-
tern searching methods are susceptible to false positive
identification. On high speed networks, even a small
percentage of incorrect identification can surmount to
an unacceptable amount of data.

This paper presents a hardware architecture that
uses context-free grammars (CFG) to increase the pat-
tern recognition accuracy. CFGs provide a higher level
of expressiveness than regular expressions by defining
the semantics of the patterns within the structure of
their language. The contextual information of patterns
can then be used to reduce the number of false positive
identifications. A method for error detection and re-
covery ensures that useful information can be extracted
from a data stream that doesn’t perfectly conform to
the grammar.

A compiler automatically generates the CFG hard-
ware using Lex and Yacc style grammars as input. The
structure of the grammar is determined using algo-
rithms for software predictive parser generation. The
generated hardware is a highly pipelined and parallel
engine that recognizes patterns and the semantics of
streaming data.

2 Hardware Architecture

Using technologies developed for CFGs, we describe
an effective way to augment fast pattern recognition
hardware with the ability to parse data and recover
from erroneous inputs while collecting useful data. Our
design consists of a tokenizer that is generated based
on a token list, a parsing structure that is generated
from the production list of a grammar, and an error
detection and recovery unit.



2.1 Tokenizer

The first task of language interpretation is tokeniza-
tion. To minimize the amount of routing required to
the tokenizers, each 8-bit character is decoded to a sin-
gle bit line [6].

2.1.1 Regular Expression Chain

The first method we present for detecting regular ex-
pression tokens consists of chains of pipelined AND
gates as shown in figure 1a. At each stage of the
pipeline, the output is asserted when the decoded char-
acter bit and the output of the previous stage are both
asserted. Such a chain is capable of detecting specified
strings in data streams [5].
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Figure 1. Constructing regular expressions

As a stream of data enters the hardware, token de-
limiters effectively hold the detection of next pattern.
Therefore, the delimiter detection output is inverted
and connected to the enable signals of the first regis-
ters in the token detection chains. It is necessary that
only the first register of each token chain is stalled.
Otherwise, two partial tokens separated by a delimiter
could be recognized as a complete token.

Other regular expression functions such as Not, One-
or-None, One-or-More, and Zero-or-More can also be
represented in the hardware logic as shown in figure
1. Our hardware generator instantiates combinations
these elementary logic templates to build regular ex-
pression detectors.

2.1.2 Pipelined Character Grid

Instead of forwarding the decoded characters to each
stage of the pipelined chains, the decoded characters
can be buffered into a pipelined grid structure as shown
in figure 2. Given such a grid of decoded characters,
one can construct string detectors that are less than
or equal to the length of the pipeline [2]. Though the

commong grid structure can save resources over the
regular expression chain, it is not flexible enough to
allow the detection of full regular expressions without
incurring a lot of additional logic.
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Figure 2. A pipelined character grid

2.2 Grammar Parser

Once tokenization has occurred, the next step in lan-
guage interpretation is to parse the tokens according to
the grammar. By modularizing the parser and the tok-
enizer, we eliminate the need to create multiple copies
of a tokens logic for each of its contexts as in our pre-
vious work [4]. Instead, we create a single instance of
each token in the tokenizer, and use a compact pars-
ing structure to maintain the context of the grammar.
Adding the parsing structure allows for an overall sav-
ings in the space required by a grammar. This is es-
pecially true for grammars that use the same token in
many different contexts of the grammar.

The hardware logic for the parser is determined from
the production list of the grammar. Tokens are rep-
resented in the parser using a primitive similar those
shown in figure 1a where each token consists of a single
register and a single AND gate. The inputs to each of
the AND gates are the outputs of the tokenizer. The
output of each AND gate represents a token transition
and is routed to the input of other token registers. To-
ken transitions are determined from the production list
using the well known Follow set algorithm [1]. The Fol-
low set algorithm traverses through the production list
to find sets of tokens that can follow any given symbol
in the grammar. The resulting sets can then be used
to map the grammar onto the hardware. An exam-
ple grammar is shown in figure 3. The corresponding
hardware parser is shown in figure 4.

As the CFG hardware processes a data stream, the
parser receives a stream of token signals from the to-
kenizer. These signals allow the parser to traverse the
grammar and maintain the context of the data stream.



No. Production
1 E → if C then E else E | go | stop
2 C → true | false

Figure 3. Grammar for if-then-else statement
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Figure 4. Parser for if-then-else statement

2.3 Error Detection and Recovery

Our initial design [4] requires the input data sets
conform to the rules in the CFG. However, such a con-
straint can make the design ineffective in applications
that deal with unreliable input data. Therefore, we
must employ methods for error detection and recovery.
Adding the ability to detect errors as they occur and
gracefully recovery from them helps to ensure that the
parser can correctly detect and tag tokens even after
an error has occurred in the data stream.

To design an error detection module, we first have
to define what an error is in terms of the parser archi-
tecture. The parser architecture consists of a group of
registers, one for each context of each token. Once the
grammar has started matching, there should always be
at least one active register in the parser architecture
until the grammar reaches some ending state. The ab-
sence of an active register in the parser architecture
indicates that an error has occurred.

Errors occur in the grammar when the parser re-
ceives a token from the tokenizer that it wasn’t ex-
pecting — that is, the token that the parser has re-
ceived is not in the follow set of any of the currently
active tokens. This can occur for several different rea-
sons including: the expected token was malformed and

therefore not detected by the tokenizer; the expected
token was missing; or extraneous tokens were inserted
into the data stream prior to the expected token.

As an example, when the grammar in figure 4 re-
ceives the start signal, the registers associated with
“if”, “go”, and “stop” all become active. If the first
token received from the tokenizer is the “if” token, the
active signal is passed from the “if” register to both
the “true” and “false” registers. The active signals
from both the “go” and “stop” registers are not passed
along and these registers become inactive. If the second
token received from the tokenizer is the “then” token,
both of the active registers, the “true” and the “false”
registers, are prevented from forwarding the active sig-
nal and both become inactive. At this point, there are
no active registers in the parser architecture because
an “if” followed by a “then” does not conform to the
grammar in figure 3, hence an error has occurred. To
detect these errors in the grammar the output of each
register is forwarded to a pipelined NOR tree.

The pipelined NOR tree is optimized for imple-
mentation on an FPGA by building each stage of
the pipeline out of a series of 4-input OR gates
and inverting the final output. The number of
pipeline stages required can be calculated as Stages =
dlog4(num tokens)e. The number of LUTs required

can be calculated as LUTs =
Stages∑

i=1

⌈
num tokens

4i

⌉
.

Since we cannot determine the cause of the error,
the error signal is forwarded as a set signal to all of
the registers in the parser as shown in figure 4. With
all registers active, the parser can recover the grammar
when the next token arrives.

3 Implementation

With the increasing popularity of XML on the In-
ternet, high-speed XML parsers are needed now more
than ever. The parser presented in this paper is well
suited for such an application. In our previous work
[4], we illustrated how our architecture can be used
to create an XML parser for routing XML-RPC mes-
sages. We continue that example here so differences in
the architectures can be easily compared.

Using our automatic VHDL generator, we generated
hardware for five different size XML parsers utilizing
both tokenizer architectures discussed in section 2.1.
The grammars ranged in size from 300 to 3000 bytes.

3.1 Area and Performance

The hardware for each of the XML parsers was syn-
thesized and placed and routed on the Xilinx Virtex 4



LX200 -11 chips. For synthesis, we used Synplicity’s
Synplify Pro v8.1. Placing and routing was completed
using version 7.1 of the Xilinx back-end tools.
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Table 1. Device utilization for XML parsers

Results for the CFG parser architecture with error
recovery utilizing both varieties of the tokenizer are
shown in table 1. It is clear from looking at table 1 that
the pipelined architecture is superior to the chained
architecture in both size and speed. For small gram-
mars, the chain architecture is comparable in speed,
but requires much more space in the form of LUTs.
The graph in figure 5, shows that the difference in the
space requirement between the two tokenizers increases
as the size of the grammar increases.
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Figure 5. LUTs vs. the number of bytes

The number of LUTs per byte achieved by both ar-
chitectures decreases as the size of the grammar in-
creases. This is because as the size of the grammar
increases, all of the encoder and decoder logic required
by the architectures becomes a smaller and smaller per-
centage of the overall logic required. This means that
the number of LUTs per byte for both architectures
should asymptotically approach some value represent-
ing the minimum space requirements achievable by the
architecture as shown in figure 5. The pipelined archi-
tecture is far more space efficient than the chain archi-
tecture requiring only .40 LUTs/byte for the 3000 byte
grammar. This is less than half the size of the chain ar-

chitecture which achieves .82 LUTs/byte for the same
grammar.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we expanded on our previous work of
using CFGs to generate hardware based pattern match-
ing engines that can also provide contextual meaning
for tokens. Two different methods for tokenization
were explored with the pipelined character grid being
both faster and more space efficient than regular ex-
pression chains. We also augment the architecture with
the ability to detect and recovery from errors. Our ar-
chitecture is capable of processing an 8-bit wide data
stream at over 3.5 Gbps on a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA.
The architecture is also capable of achieving a space
requirement as low as .40 LUTs/byte.
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